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Abstract 
Joyal, A. and R. Street, Tortile Yang-Baxter operators in tensor categories. Journal of Pure 
and Applied Algebra 7 1 ( 1991) 43-5 1. 
The free tortile tensor category T” on one generating object is shown here. by purely algebraic 
techniques, to also be the free tensor category con;aining an object equipped with a tortile 
Yang-Baxter operator. Shum has a geometric characterization of T- as the category whose 
arrows are tangled ribbons. This alternative universal property can be used to construct 
representations of T”. 
The free braided tensor category on one generating object is the category B 
whose arrows are braids on strings [ 1, Theorem 3.21. This can be deduced [ 1, 
Theorem 3.31 from the fact that B is the free tensor category containing an object 
equipped with a Yang-Baxter operator (also see [5]). Similarly [l, Theorems 5.1, 
5.21, the category B”, whose arrows are braids on ribbons, is both the free 
balanced tensor category and the free tensor category containing an object 
equipped with a balanced Yang-Baxter operator. 
The goal of this paper is to provide a purely algebraic proof that the free tortile 
tensor category ‘I’- on one generating object is also the free tensor category 
containing an object equipped with a tortile Yang-Baxter operator. The defini- 
tions of these concepts will be reviewed below; they originated in [l] where we 
used the result of the present paper to produce a tortile structure on the category 
of representations of a quantum deformation of the general linear group. The 
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thesis of Shum [4] shows that T- has a geometric description as the category 
whose arrows are tangled ribbons. Freyd and Yetter [6] also discuss this category. 
On the way to our goal we make some general constructions (the centralizer 
category of an object in a tensor category, and the centre of a tensor categcry) 
which may be of independent interest.’ 
A Yang-Baxter (YB) operator on an object A of a tensor category y is an 
invertible arrow y : A QD A s A 8 A satisfying the hexagonal condition 
It is called balanced when it is equipped with an invertible arrow z : A 2 A such 
that 
(z@l)y=y(l@z) and (loSz)y=y(z@l). 
A (leff) dual for an object A of V is an object A” together with arrows 
such that 
(~631)(1@~)= 1 and (l@~)(qGOl)= 1. 
If A, B both have duals, then each arrow f : A ---, B gives rise to an arrow 
A YB-operator y on A is called dualisable when A has a dual, and both the 
arrows u, v:A*@A --, A @ A”, given by the equations 
u =(~~l~l)(l~y~I)(l~l~~~) and 
v=(EQ3M31)(1~y-‘@1)(1C31@3~), 
are invertible. The YB-operator on A is called tortile when it is balanced, 
dualisable, and 
A tensor category ‘t’ is braided when it is equipped with a natural family of 
invertible arrows c, B : A 8 B + B @ A (called the h-aiding) such that 
’ During the typing of this paper. we received a copy of (31 where it is stated that the centre has also 
been used by V.G. Drinfeld. 
4s 
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c,.t3#x = (1 Qkw)(cim @1):A@B@C-+BG3W@A 
CA63B.C’ = kl .c @ l)( 1 @ cB.(* ):A@B@C-+C@AQ9B. 
In this case, if (A*, E, 7) is a dual for A, then (A, EC,,,., ci!.,q) is a dual for 
A*, which allows us to choose A”* = A. An easy calculation shows that, if A, B 
have duals and f: A-, B, then f** =f: A--, B. 
A tensor category ‘t’ is balanced when it is braided and is equipped with a 
natural family of invertible arrows 6 A : Al A (called the twisr) such that 
8,=l:I+I and ~,~,=c,,(~,~~,)c,.,:A~B~A~B. . 
A tensor category ‘1/^ is to&e when it is balanced and each object A has a dual A* 
satisfying @A* = (OJ*. 
In a braided tensor category T, we have a YB-operator y = 
cA ,A : A 8 A + A @ A on each object [ 1, Section 1, Diagram (B3)]. If “t’ is 
balanced, this y becomes balanced via z = 6A : A-, A. If A has a dual, then this y 
is dualisable [ 1, Section 6, Example G]; in particular, 
which is invertible. We shall now see that, if ‘F is tortile, then this YB-operator is 
tortile. 
Proposition 1. In a balanced tensor category “I”, if A is an object with a dual A*, 
then the pair (cAqA, t$) is a tortile YB-operator iff e,* = (e*)*. 
Proof. We have the following calculation: 
(&*)*&I = (E @ w4.A* ~1)(1@8,*@1)(1~c,f ,)(l@@* 
’ (defimtion of @A *)*) 
= (E @ l)(c‘4..4* ~1)(1@8,*@1)(8,@1@1)(1@3c,~_,)(1@17) 
(functoriality of 0) 
= (E @ l)(c,.,* ~l)(e,~e,*~l)(l~c,l.,)(l~77) 
(functoriality of 8) 
= (E@ l)(%*,, ~l)(C,I.~~l)(l~C~f,A)(l~~) 
(balancedness) 
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=(E~1)(CA!.A~1)(1~CA1.A)(1~77) 
(naturality of 8 and t$ = 1) 
= (E@ l)(c,!.,,,)(l@7) 
(braidedness) 
= (18 E)CA’&&AL3lA @l)ww 
(naturality of c_,, and c, A = 1) . 
= (1@%c4*.‘4 . . W(1@w4 ANA! .@,@1)(1@9) 
(braidedness) 
= (I@ &)(cA*,A @ I)c,~.,,&,., QD INI @r)) 
(naturality of c,! . _) 
=(l~&E)(l~Cn~.A)(CA.A~l)(l~t7) 
(braidedness) 
=(l@E)(lC3M-‘)(y@l)(lC3~) 
(definition) . 
So the balanced YB-operator (y, z) is tortile iff (0A*)“0A = z’. That is, iff 
(f&)VA = (Q’. That is, iff (0J = 0,. That is, iff e,.. = (e,)*. Cl 
Let 9 be the tensor category freely generated by objects X and X” and arrows 
&:X*@x+I, 7):1-+ X3X*, y:X@X+X@X, 2:X+X, subject to the con- 
ditions expressing that X* 1s dual to X via E and q, and that (y, z) is a tortile 
YB-operator on X. 
Theorem. There is (I unique braiding on 9 such that cxax = y. There is a unique 
twist 8 on 9 such that t$, = z and t&* = (Ox)*. 
Proof of uniqueness. This is fairly straightforward. Let c, c’ be braidings on 9 
r 
suchthatc,.=y=c,,. For any object A of 9, let %(A) be the set of objects Z 
for which c, z = cl z. . Let % be the set of objects A for which %(A) = obj 9. It is 
immediate from the definition of braiding that both %‘(A) and % are closed under 
tensor product. We have X, X” E 8(X) and X, X* E 27(X*). Since X, X* 
generate obj 9 under tensor, we have %5(X) = 8(X*) = obj 5 So X, X* E E’. 
And again, since X, X” generate obj 9 under tensor, we have Z? = obj 5. Hence 
c =c ‘. Obviously, a similar argument can be used to prove uniqueness of the 
twist. Cl 
To prove the existence of the braiding we need to make . ome definitions for a 
tensor category ?C (These definitions, which suffice for our purpose here, are 
special cases of a single construction on a tensor functor into K) 
efinition 2. The centralizer Z!‘,.(X) of an object X E ‘I’ is the category whose 
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objects are pairs (A, cu) where oy : A C3 X2 X 63 A. and whose arrows 
f:(A, (Y)+ (B, p) are the arrows f: A--, B such that 
(1+3)f)a =P(f@W 
This becomes a tensor category with (A, cu) @(B, p) = (A Qp B, (cu 8 I)(1 C3 p)). 
Definition 3. The centre S,. of ‘cr is the category whose objects are pairs (A, n) 
where AE7r and a:A@-s -0 A is a natural isomorphism such that the 
following two conditions hold: 
a, = 1 (more precisely, 0, is the composite of the canonical isomorphisms 
AW~A~I@A), and 
axgY=(l@a,)(ax@l) forallX, YE ?“. 
An arrow f : (A, a)+ (B, b) in 2,. is an arrow f : A + B such that, for all X E -I ‘. 
b,(fQW=(l@f)a,v 
Also, 9). becomes a tensor category with (A, a) 69 (B, b) = (A 8 B. 
(a@l)(l@b)). 
Proposition 4. (a) The tensor category S?1. is braided via 
‘(A.t,).(B.h) = 'B - (A, a)O(B, b)+(B, b)@(A. a). 
(b) For each object A E Y, the equation F(X) = (X, a,) determines a bijectio:r 
between objects (A, a) E 2,. and tensor firmtars F: S’+ %,.(A) which are sections 
of the canonical projection S’,.(A)* Y*. 
1 Z&. 
\J 
l d+&.(A) c 
A \J I 
‘I/^ ‘I/ 
(c) The equation G(A) = (A, c, _) determines a bijection betweetz braidings c 011 
* V and tensor functors G: Y ** 3,. which are sections of the canonical projection 
Lq.3 “v: 
Proof. (a) That a,:(A, a)@(B, b)+ (8. b)@(A, a) is an arrow of 3, follohs 
from the calculation 
(l~aB)(a~~l)(l~b,)=a,,g(l~b,) (since (A, a) E 2, .) 
= (b, @ I)a,,, (since a is natural) 
=(b,@l)(l@a,y)(a,@l) (since(A,a)E2,.). 
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The braiding axioms follow from the calculations 
(b) and (c) are straightforward. Cl 
We shall use the freeness of 9 and the existence of some YB-operators in 
S,.(A) and S’l. to exhibit sections. 
Lemma 5. (a) A y : 8 A A 8 of1 mz A E defines a 
y on object (A, E S,.(A). If y drralisable. then u-l) E 
is n (left) dun! for the object (A. y)E Z’,.(A). Moreover, y defines a 
duolisable YB-operator OM (A. y). 
(b) T&e centralizer S,.(A*) contains (A*, y*) aszd (A, v). The object (A”, y*) 
is (left) dual to (A, v) and y defirles a dualizable YB-operator on (A, v). 
(c) If ( y, I) is n [ totHe] bnkmced YB-operator on cm object A E ‘V, then it is 
also a [ tortile] bcllanced YB-operator on (A, y) E 3, .(A) and (A, v) E a,.( A*). 
Proof. Everything is quite straightforward. We just remark that, to check the 
commutativity of a diagram in S’,.(A), it suffices to check the commutativity of its 
projection in Y ‘. 0 
The above lemma applies to a general tensor category; we now turn to our 
particular tensor category S. 
Lemma 6. There exist natural isormorphisms 
c,._:X@-<-8X and c,,._:X*@-L,-@Xx 
srrch that (X, cay _) and (X*, c,* _) E ZZ’,, where cxqSy =y and c,* x = v. 
Proof. By Lemma 5(c), we have the tortile YB-operator (y, z) on (X, y) E 
SF’,(X) and the tortile YB-operator (y, z) on (X, v) E Z&(X*). By the freeness of 
the tensor category 9, we obtain tensor functions .F+ Z,,(X), tfjcF* .2,(X*) 
which are sections of the canonical projections. The result now follows from 
Proposition 4(b). Cl 
Lemma 7. The object (X*, c x* _) is (left) dual to the object (X, cx _) in SCF. Also, 
( y, z) is a tortile YB-operator in the object (X, cx._) in 2!!!, . * 
Proof. For this it is convenient to introduce the concept of c~~r~&izer 3) (It) of an 
arrow it : A - B in a tensor category ‘I *. The objects of .2), (!l) arc triples (X. LY, p ) 
where txAC3M~Xf8A. /3:B@X~X@B arc such that (lCZM)tu = /3(lA$l). 
and the arrows f:(X. cy, /3)-*( Y. y. 6) arc arrows f: A’--+ Y such that 
(f @lb = y(l@f) and (f@l)p =S(1 f). The EWOWS f‘of 2) arc in bijection 
with tensor functors 7,’ -+ 3, (II) which are sections of the canonical projections. 
(Alternatively, 3, (h) is just the pullback of the projection from the centralizer 
%,.$I) of h, as an object of the arrow category ‘2 “, along the inclusion 3 *C 3 *‘,) 
To obtain a YB-operator y on (X, cx,_) in &. we consider the central&r 
&( y) of y : X 8 X2, X63X. It is easy to see that we have objects (X, CY, p ), 
(X*,yd) of S’Jy) where a=/3=(y@l)(l@y) and y=&=(uC31)(1C3~); 
moreover, (X*, y, S) is a dual for (X, cy, 0). and we have a tortiIe YB-operator y 
on (X, cy, /3) in 5&(y). By freeness, we obtain a section 3--) Z&(y) of the 
projection. This corresponds then to an arrow y:(X, c&8(X, cxJ+ 
(X9 c,.-) @ (X9 G.- ) in ZE’$, which is clearly a YB-operator. 
To see that (X*. +._) is dual to the object (X, cgJ in .&, we require an 
arrow E : (X*. c,,._) @(X, cs._ ) ---, (I, 1). This can be obtained from a section 
$3 L&(E) where E: X* 63 X-, I is the counit in 3. 
Similarly, we obtain our arrow z :(X. c,~._)+ (X, c,~._) in 9’ j from a section 
9--, .3,(z). 
The necessary commutative diagrams to show that ( y, z) is a tortilc YB- 
operator on the object (X, cs._) in zZ’~ follow from the fact that the projection 
5$ --, 9 is a faithful tensor functor. Cl 
The existence of the twist 0 for 9 needs some independent techniques which we 
now develop. 
For any braided tensor category 3*‘, let 1;” be the category whose objects are 
pairs (A, c) where 5 : A s A is an automorphism in ?‘. and whose arrows are 
arrows in “t’ that commute with the automorphisms; that 1s. 7,” = “I’“. We can 
define a tensor product on ‘1*’ by putting 
(A S)@@, 5) = (A x) . where x c~.,~c,_J 5 69 
This tensor product is so makes a tensor category. The 
canonical projection ‘t”‘+ 7/’ is a tensor functor, and so. preserves duals. To 
in it to introduce 
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which is natural in those objects A which have duals; the inverse is given by 
rL,;’ =(l@E)(l@C;!*A , )(l@k,‘,.)(q@l):A+A. 
Using the geometry of braided tensor categories [2, Chapter 31, we can represent 
$Q by the left-hand 3D diagram in Fig. 1. The other two diagrams are deforma- 
tions, and so give the same value JIA. 
This gives the following two formulas for $J~ which, of course, can also be 
verified algebraically: 
+,q =(&@l)(c,,,*@M1@c* .*)(l@rl) . 
=(l~E)(l~CA.~*)(l~C~‘,~)(~~l) * 
The corresponding three diagrams for + 1’ are obtained from the above three by 
changing all the crossings. We also have the formula 
+;’ =(1~E)(1~Crlf.A)(CA.A~1)(1~71) 7 
as represented by the diagram in Fig. 2 which can be seen to be a deformation of 
the other diagrams for $,I. 
One easily sees that the condition that the object (A*, p*) should b:: a (left) 
&la1 for the object (A, 5) in V”, precisely amounts to the identity Tp& = 1. 
We can now return to the proof of our Theorem. 
Proof of existence. By the freeness of 9, the tortile YB-operator (y, z) on the 
object (X, c,~ _) in .ST (Lemma 7) defines a tensor functor S-+ S!‘7 which is a 
section of the‘projection and sends X, X”, E, q, y, z to (X, Q_), (X*, c,*._), E, 
‘I, Y, z, respectively. By Proposition 4(c), we conclude that S has a braiding c 
with cxx=y. 
For the existence of the twist, we consider the tensor category 9’ constructed 
from our braided tensor category 9. Because of the calculation 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
zz=z’=(1@3E)(1@u-‘)(y@1)(1@q) 
=(l~E)(l~CA!.A)(CA.rl~l)(l~rl)= +,’ , 
we have (X*, z*) dual to (X, z) in 9’. Clearly, ( y, z) is a tortile YB-operator on 
(X, z) in 9’. By freeness, there is a tensor functor S--, 9’ which is a section of 
the projection, takes X to (X, z) and takes X* to (X*, z”). The value (A, t&) of 
this tensor functor at A gives the desired twist 0 for 9’. Cl 
Corollary. For each tortile category T, there is an equivalence of groupoids 
between the category of balanced tensor functors from 9 to -I/” and the subcategory 
of Y consisting of all objects but only the isomorphisms. 0 
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